SYSTEMS Related Updates

11/30/2010
HIPAA 5010
HIPAA 5010 Transactions

– 270/271 Eligibility Inquiries and Responses
– 276/277 Claims Status Inquires and Responses
– 278 Prior Authorization/Referral Requests and Responses
– 820 Capitation Invoices
– 834 Enrollment Rosters
– 835 Claims Remittance Advice
– 837 Institutional, Professional and Dental Claims or Encounters
– NCPDP D.0 *** Pharmacy Point of Sale Claims
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status

- Transactions sent to/from AHCCCS (Health Plans/Program Contractors) to/from Providers (Clearinghouses, etc):
  - 270/271 Eligibility Benefit Inquiries & Responses
  - 276/277 Claims Status Inquires & Responses
  - 278 Prior Authorization/Referral Requests & Responses
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

270/271 Eligibility Inquiries & Responses

• Currently in final design and internal customer requirements review– Expected to wrap-up in the next two weeks.
• External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Jan/early Feb 2011 for Batch and April 2011 for Web
• Identification of Trading Partners, and development of Communication and Test plans in progress
• Implementation on target for May 2011 for Batch and July 2011 for Web
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

• 270/271 Key Changes:
  – Search Parameters
  – CORE Rules
  – Process Flow
  – Business Impacts
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

276/277 Claims Status Inquires

• Currently in final design and internal customer requirements review – Expected to wrap up in next two weeks.
• Working on the Identification of Trading Partners, and the development of Communication and Test Plans
• External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Jan/early Feb 2011 for Batch and April 2011 for Web
• Implementation on target for May 2011 for Batch and July 2011 for Web
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

• 276/277 Key Changes:
  – Search Parameters
  – Process Flow
  – Business Impacts
278 Prior Authorization/Referral Requests and Responses

- Transaction being initially implemented under 5010
- Currently in requirements definition
- External Trading Partner testing to begin in May 2011 for Batch and Web
- Potential Trading Partners will need to be identified
- Implementation on target for December 2011 for Batch and Web
Transactions sent from AHCCCS to Health Plans/Program Contractors:

- 820 Capitation Invoices
- 834 Enrollment Rosters
- 277PSI Encounter Pends

Note – The current 277U utilized to communicate Encounter Adjudication Results does not have a 5010 version and will therefore continue as is.
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

820 Capitation Invoices

- External Trading Partner testing will be supported ongoing until all Contractors have implemented
- AHCCCS Programs were Implemented on 10/1/2010
- 6 Contractors are currently live with the 5010 version.
- Remaining Contractors to go live by October 2011 (allowing 1/4ly implementations).
- Parallel files will continue to be produced through 9/30/2011.
- *If you plan has not yet gone live on the 5010 versions, please notify us a minimum of 14 days in advance of your intent to implement.*
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

834 Enrollment Rosters

- External Trading Partner testing will be supported ongoing until all Contractors have implemented
- AHCCCS Programs were Implemented on 10/1/2010
- 5 Contractors are currently live with the 5010 version for 10/1/2010.
- Remaining Contractors to go live by October 2011 (allowing 1/4ly implementations).
- Parallel files will continue to be produced through 9/30/2011.
- If you plan has not yet gone live on the 5010 versions, please notify us a minimum of 14 days in advance of your intent to implement.
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

277PSI Pended Advice for Encounters

• Currently in final design of the 277PSI for Encounters
• Development of Communication and Test Plans in progress
• External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Feb 2011
• Implementation on target for Oct 2011
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

• Transactions sent from AHCCCS (Health Plans/Program Contractors) to Providers (Clearinghouses, etc):
  • 835 Claims Remittance Advice and 277 PSI Claims Pends
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

835 Remittance Advice and 277PSI Pended Advice for Claims

- Currently in internal customer requirements review for the 835 and 277PSI for Claims, expected to wrap-up in the next two weeks
- Identification of Trading Partners, and development of Communication and Test Plans in progress
- External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Feb 2011
- Implementation on target for Oct 2011
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status

• Transactions sent to AHCCCS from Health Plans/Program Contractors:
  • 837 Institutional, Professional, & Dental Encounters
  • NCPDP Post Adjudicated History Pharmacy Encounters (*Elected format for AHCCCS based on NCPDP recommendation*)
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

837 Institutional, Professional and Dental, Claims and Encounters

- Currently in final requirements and design; plan to roll-out by Form Type.
- Internal customer requirements review for Encounters to begin for the Professional Form type and the Dental Form type scheduled to begin in the next two weeks. Followed by the Institutional Form type.
- Development of Communication and Test Plans in progress
- External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Feb 2011
- Implementation on target for Oct 2011
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

• 837 Key Changes:
  – Opportunity revise internal AHCCCS processes related to the handling of inbound 837 data.
  – Added, changed and removed fields.
  – Requirement and capture of applicable NDC information on Professional and Outpatient encounters/claims.
NCPDP_PAH Pharmacy Encounters

• Initial implementation of this transaction
• Currently in final requirements and design, internal customer requirements review for Encounters to begin in mid December
• Development of Communication and Test Plans in progress
• External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Feb 2011
• Implementation on target for Oct 2011
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status

• Transactions sent to AHCCCS (Health Plans/Program Contractors) from Providers (Clearinghouses, etc):
  • 837 Institutional, Professional & Dental Claims
837 Institutional, Professional and Dental, Claims

• Currently in final requirements and design; plan to roll-out by Form Type.
• Internal customer requirements review for Encounters to begin for the Professional Form type and the Dental Form type scheduled to begin in the next two weeks. Followed by the Institutional Form type.
• Identification of Trading Partners and development of Communication and Test Plans in progress
• External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Feb 2011
• Implementation on target for Oct 2011
HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

• Transactions sent to **AHCCCS (Health Plans/Program Contractors)** from PBM:
  • NCPDP Post Adjudicated History Pharmacy Claims (**Elected format for AHCCCS based on NCPDP recommendation**)

HIPAA 5010 Current Timelines & Status Cont.

**NCPDP Pharmacy Claims**

- Initial implementation of this transaction
- Currently in final requirements and design, internal customer requirements review for Encounters to begin in mid December
- Development of Communication and Test Plans in progress
- External Trading Partner testing to begin in late Feb 2011
- Implementation on target for Oct 2011
HIPAA 5010 Challenges

• ISD, Administrative and Business Resources
• Aggressive Timelines
• Competing Priorities
• Open Code – Freeze Periods
• Staggered Trading Partner Implementations
• Identification of and Outreach to External Trading Partners
• Testing Support for External Trading Partners
• Differing Timelines for AZ and HI
• Errata
5010 Errata

• Most recent Errata published October 13, 2010; 5010a
• “Maintenance Changes” – non substantive changes intended to correct minor errors such as typos or to provider clarifications to the standards.
• Type 1 Errata – change the constraints of the base standard. Must be implemented to ensure a successful interchange of data.
• Type 2 Errata – supplements a TR3 with minor changesto clarify or correct. Does not have to be implemented to ensure a successful interchange of data.
5010 Errata, Cont.

• Errata are posted on the ASC X12 Web site, at http://www.x12.org and are available free of charge to those who purchased the 5010 guidelines.
• Also available on the CMS Web site, at http://cms.gov
• Challenges related to Type Tree availability from Translation vendors.
5010 Status Reporting

• Reminder 5010 Milestone Tracking Reports are due the 15th of each month.
• Second round of 1-1 status calls will be scheduled after the first of the year.
ICD 10
Current Timelines and Status - ICD10

• For outpatient dates of service and inpatient dates of discharge 10/1/2013 and later
• Mandates that ICD-9 procedures and diagnosis codes be replaced with ICD-10 procedure and diagnosis codes
• Call with CMS in early November – Indicated that they expect no extension on the implementation date
• Kick-off Planning in Progress/Much more to come…. 
• First meeting targeted for late January
• Significant Operational impacts and efforts are anticipated.
Co-Pays
Co-Pay Updates

• Effective 10/1/2010 Dates of Service for TMA and changes to Nominal (Optional) and Effective 11/1/2010 Dates of Service for TWG
• All recipients will have a co-pay level
• Three populations with co-pays – TMA (mandatory); TWG (mandatory) and Nominal (optional)
• New Reference table to identify services eligible for co-pays
• Final “Code” list distributed to all Plans.
Co-Pay Updates, Cont.

- CoPay Webpage
- Reminders....
- FAQ’s
Benefit Limits
Benefit Limits Updates

• Effective 10/1/2010 Dates of Service
• Adults 21 and over only; Acute and ALTCS
• Exceptions for QMB Dual Medicare Members only
• Final “Code” list distributed to all Pans.
• Benefits Webpage
• Future additional changes possible.
• Reminders…
• FAQ’s
Health Care Reform
Health Care Reform Updates

- Present on Admission/Hospital Acquired Conditions/Never Events analysis and formulation of approach in progress.
- NCCI/MUE analysis and formulation of approach in progress.
- Plan communications to be initiated shortly.